EEG-vigilance regulation in Borderline Personality Disorder.
Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) is characterized by emotional instability, impulsivity, disturbed cognition, sleeplessness and states of high inner tension. Altered arousal regulation which is regarded as a higher domain of functioning according to the research domain criteria of the NIMH and which has previously been reported in several psychiatric disorders, such as mania or major depression could be involved in these features of BPD. 40 unmedicated patients with BPD and 42 matched healthy volunteers participated in a twenty minute resting-state EEG measurement with closed eyes. EEG-vigilance regulation was assessed with VIGALL2.0 (Vigilance Algorithm Leipzig), which allows a classification of consecutive 1-s segments in different vigilance stages ranging from high alertness/relaxed wakefulness (stages 0, A1, A2, A3) to drowsiness (B1, B2/3) and sleep onset (C). Across 20 min, both groups showed a similar decline from higher to lower vigilance stages, but patients with BPD remained in higher stages of vigilance compared to healthy volunteers across the whole measurement (p = .013). Contrary to this, pre-experimental ratings indicated enhanced subjective sleepiness but no differences in self-reported sleep quantity in the previous night in patients with BPD compared to healthy volunteers. The results of an elevated arousal regulation (in combination with increased subjective sleepiness) might reflect several symptoms, such as aversive inner tension and impoverished sense of self in patients with BPD. As arousal is linked to the noradrenergic system, further investigations in this field seem to be promising.